
CRITICAL ESSAYS ON A SEPARATE PEACE

A Separate Peace by John Knowles. John Knowles wrote in various prose forms, including the novel and short story, but
A Separate Peace was his most celebrated work. Knowles also poignantly explores the nuances of denial in the
characters of Gene and Finny after the latterâ€™s fall.

They both know the real image of the war, so they enlist for the navy and coast guard where they can avoid
being killed. The revelation of Gene's guilt and his refusal to admit it cause Finny's second fall, the accident
that ultimately ends his life. Furthermore, because the U. At the heart of the various critical various critical
approaches are many fundamental questions: What is literature? Irrational assumptions, fears of the unknown,
and the development of nonexistent threats allow the justification of these wars within the individuals. In
Devon, obedient to the rules, approved by the masters, Gene is safe, but he cannot grow. A Separate Peace
contains biblical allusions to events in Genesis, especially the forbidden fruit and the Fall. By obeying the
rules â€” occasionally rebelling mildly through sarcasm, "the protest of people who are weak" â€” Gene
maintains a comfortable life, predictable and unthreatening, like Leper's dining room. Psychologically, this
makes sense to Gene. Gene constantly finds himself struggling to find the truth about his relationship with
Finny. With Finny's fall, Gene recognizes in himself what Leper condemns as "the savage underneath," the
tragic flaw Finny more kindly refers to as "a blind instinct. On the other hand, I am aware that we all have the
reality of student level and interest in our institutions, especially in a test oriented culture like Japan. This is
the end of innocence, and the beginning of experience for Gene. He had set his goals high, ultimately aiming
to be the class valedictorian- a goal that seemed easily achievable, with his only distraction being Finny. The
video Leper sees must be one of the much propaganda used. But unless we give them full rein we can never
unroll our energies full force. Students were then introduced to a simplified version of critical approaches
important in the study of literature, taking examples from Edgar V. It is made clear that each character excels
in one particular field, Finny in sports and Gene in academics. The theme of rivalry and war in A Separate
Peace Everyone, at some point, has an experience that so profoundly alters his or her life that it seems to
define time itself. Gene knows what he did, and he knows that he is guilty. With the destruction of the threat,
Gene's view of the world, and of himself, is restored. The Happy Ending in A Separate Peace, a Novel by John
Knowles Although John Knowles novel A Separate Peace seems rather bleak at most points, it does overall
end happily because the bad things pave way for the good, the hero completes his quest, and in the death of
Phineas Finny there is renewal of Life with Gene sees his competition with Finny as merely physical, between
academics and sports. Some good must come from any competition, and even though this may have resulted
in death, Gene matured greatly- getting rid of his traits that lead to this competition in the beginning. The
competition goes deeper into the defining characteristics of the pure and unadulterated Finny and the far less
innocent Gene. The quiet atmosphere of Devon was rudely interrupted as the maids and harvesters were called
Therefore, Gene and Brinker think it is better if they choose their positions in war rather than being forced into
infantries. Many symbols in The Awakening can be understood with a feminist point of view. I could feel
myself becoming unexpectedly excited at that. Although the U. On the limb, beside his friend, Gene acts
instinctively, unconsciously, and expresses his anger physically by jouncing the limb, causing Finny to fall.
During the war, men of age 18 and above had to register for army and then drafted into war. Friendship can
involve many


